Toward a Child-safe, Child-friendly Bathurst

OVERVIEW
Toward a child-safe, child-friendly fits within the aims and purpose of the Bathurst Child and Family
Network (BCFN), hosts of Bathurst’s Big Banter. The cross sector network actively works within the
community to promote the importance of childhood and improve outcomes for children and families. It
also reflects the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCROC), which has been legally
ratified by the Australian Government to protect the rights of children.
The BCFN aims to apply children’s rights at a practical level – we want to see it, hear it and feel it
because we value and promote genuine conversations with children and families and advocate for the
whole community to seek, hear and listen to their voices. To achieve this, the BCFN embeds and applies
the UNCROC principles and articles into its activities, events, projects and initiatives on a very practical
level.
Bathurst’s Big Banter, held on Thursday 5th March 2015 was the first of many events and activities
hosted and led by the BCFN during 2015. Successful planning and preparation for the event was
achieved through a BCFN cross-sector subcommittee, with members from health, early childhood, early
intervention, migrant support, community organisations, non-government organisations and community
members.
This report presents a detailed overview and analysis of the first ever open Bathurst community
conversation about the rights of children to live and belong in a happy, healthy, safe Bathurst to raises
awareness and promote the importance of children’s rights and responsibilities for all.
Topics rising from this public conversation are linked to relevant United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (UNCROC) and inform tangible actions and outcomes for the Bathurst Child and
Family Network to advocate for children’s rights and for their voices to be heard. It acts as a catalyst to
promote and demonstrate public conversations about the role each member of the community,
especially children, play in achieving this goal.
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Background
The Bathurst Child and Family Network (BCFN) believe “it takes a village to raise a child” and our
vision is for children and families to be happy, healthy, safe and thrive in Bathurst. BCFN have a
genuine desire to provide opportunities for children and families to be heard and taken seriously.
Bathurst’s Big Banter is central to set the BCFN strategic plan and provides an opportunity for the
whole community of Bathurst to begin this conversation about how we work together to make a
better, safer, healthier place for children and families to belong. Bathurst’s Big Banter is the first of
many events and activities that work toward Bathurst becoming a child safe, child-friendly city.
What is a child friendly city? (UNICEF ‘Child Friendly Cities’)
A child friendly city is the embodiment of the Convention on the Rights of the Child at the local level, where children’s
rights are reflected in policies, laws, programs and budgets. In a child friendly city, children are active agents; their
voices and opinions are taken into consideration and influence decision making processes.
The UNICEF Child Friendly Cities Initiative is an initiative to provide resources, guidance, indicators and recognition of
child friendly councils. Becoming ‘child friendly’ is a continuous process of innovation, monitoring and improvement for
councils. The UNICEF Child Friendly Cities Initiative is about recognising councils for their ongoing efforts towards
improvements and demonstrated impacts achieved in the everyday lives of its young citizens.
A Child Friendly City is actively engaged in fulfilling the right of every young citizen to:
• Influence decisions about their city or community
• Express their opinion about the community they want
• Participate in family, community and social life
• Be an equal citizen of their city with access to every service, regardless of ethnic origin, religion, income,
gender or disability.
• Actively supports the vulnerable members of their community to engage with civil society and improve their
circumstance
• Drink safe water and have access to proper sanitation
• Be protected from exploitation, violence and abuse
• Walk safely in the streets on their own
• Meet friends and play
• Have green spaces for plants and animals
• Live in an unpolluted environment
• Participate in cultural and social events
• Learn about their human rights in schools and community spaces

Pictured at Bathurst’s Big Banter is Megan
Mitchell National Children’s Commissioner and
Annette Meyers facilitator Bathurst Early
Learning Support Centacare Bathurst and chair
Bathurst Child and Family Network (BCFN).

Members of Bathurst Child and Family Network,
Louise Taylor (left) and Victoria Prior (right) from
Central West Inclusion Support Agency and Annette
Meyers Centacare Bathurst, presented with artworks
kindly donated by Dean Mobbs Gallery for lucky door
prizes at Bathurst’s Big Banter.
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Introduction
This report was produced by Bathurst Child and Family Network (BCFN) as an important step toward
their vision for children and families to be happy, healthy, and safe and thrive in Bathurst. It will
provide a detailed summary of the inaugural community conversation, Bathurst’s Big Banter, as a
key event in their quest for Bathurst to become a child-safe, child-friendly city. The report will
outline and highlight key issues, aspects and ideas that arose on the night and produce action items
for the BCFN to act upon accordingly as per the BCFN Strategic Plan. The outcomes will have
relevance for all aspects of the local Bathurst community to start working toward a child-safe, childfriendly Bathurst.

Purpose of Bathurst’s Big Banter
The Big Banter will spark community conversations and interest in building a child-safe, childfriendly Bathurst. Children’s rights underpin a child-safe, child-friendly community and feature as
the keystone of this event with the Children’s Commissioner outlining what it means to be a
children’s champion. The Bathurst Child and Family Network invite all participants and community
members to become a children’s champion.
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Summary of the event Bathurst’s Big Banter
The Bathurst "Wagganah" Aboriginal Combined Dance Group, from several local schools, performed
traditional Wiradyuri sweeping and welcome dance to start the evening. Dinawan Dyirribang (Bill Allen
Jr) gave the official Welcome to Country. The Mayor, Cr Gary Rush, made the official opening stating
that the Big Banter “demonstrates our maturity as a rural sophisticated centre working toward
developing an inclusive community.”
Megan Mitchell, National Children’s Commissioner made a 30 minute presentation (available on the
Bathurst Child and Family Network Facebook page) and invited Bathurst to aspire to become a child
friendly city. She outlined the importance of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
(UNCRC) and highlighted the Four Guiding Principles:
•
•
•
•

Non-discrimination
Best interests of the child
Survival, development and protection
Children to have a voice and be heard

A brief summary of issues about children’s rights was provided, which includes: lack of feedback and
complaints for children; lack of an early intervention to build resilient children, families and
communities; poor outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children; the occurrence of
educationally disengaged children and the need for schools to be child responsive, child focused and
reflective; children with disabilities; and children as asylum seekers and refugees.
Megan went onto discuss the importance of her Australian-wide Big Banter. This underpins her work
and she stressed that “the listening never stops.” She outlined the Five Themes raised by children across
Australia. Children want:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Freedom from violence, abuse and neglect
Opportunity to thrive
Right to be heard
Engaged citizen
Action and accountability

The National Research Agenda is one of great importance and highlights the need for better guidance
for all professionals working with children and families. Megan stated that in Australia suicide is the
leading cause of death for 15-24 year olds; 1 child per week dies under the age of 18; 50-60 are
hospitalised. It is estimated that only 10% of cases present to hospital. Risks increased for 12-13 year
olds and 14-15 year olds.
Key role of the National Children’s Commissioner is to be a national advocate for children; embed
mechanisms that focus on children; research and education programs; examine laws, policies and
programs. Megan’s vision is for every community, neighbourhood and organisation across the country
and Bathurst community to take on the challenge to be child-safe and child-centred. Being an advocate
is giving a voice to children; preventing children from harm; ensuring children access positive influences
and services (including education); and changing policy and practices of government and service
providers through lobbying, research and legal remedies.
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Good children’s advocates possess the characteristics outlined below in Megan’s acrostic poem:
C-H-I-L-D
Child-centred - they are interested in the child or children’s needs and views. They listen to children
and try to help others see through the eyes of the child
Helpful - they aim to translate child rights concepts into practice and in practical ways. They
understand the opportunities and constraints around them, and seek out solutions that will work in
those environments
Informed - they understand children’s rights, and the rationale behind them, and can articulate this
to others, including to children
Loud - they clearly articulate what needs to be done and why, and ensure others are clear about it
too.
Determined - they take action that shows in real terms what a child rights focus looks like on the
ground. They ensure that the systems around children are transparent and accountable, including
what they do themselves. They never give up.
In closing Megan said “our task is to grow capable informed children who have good relationships
with adults.” She invited all to become children’s champions and “take what we are already doing a
little bit further to become a true child rights champion. Think about the opportunities you have to
make the Bathurst community more child-centred. By listening and speaking up for children’s rights
you will make a difference for children.”
Georgie Hayes, Year 7 student, spoke about “what it’s like to be a kid today” outlining challenges of
moving into high school and somewhat anxious but also excitement about learning new skills and
her aspiration of being like her older sister. Georgie talked about safe-risk taking and the value of
talking with her family about ways to keep safe, learning from adults and the importance of positive
role models and good friendships. In fact, she reinforced that there’s a lot right in her world and
appreciates the opportunities available to her.

"Wagganah" Aboriginal Combined Dance Group
performing the sweeping dance as part of the
opening and Welcome to Country.

Panel members during Q&A session: James
Horsburgh, Fran Press, Rosemary Hailstone,
Kylie Provest, Carole McDiarmid, Des
Crawford and Megan Mitchell.
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Bathurst’s Big Banter Question and Answer (Q&A) Session (Table 1)
Q1:
How do we/you stop the stolen generation? What can you do? What about stolen kids’ rights?
A: Provide Aboriginal workers; build relationships with families; tell children why they are in care and that it’s
not their fault.
Q2:
I live in a wonderful street and have a great street community. What’s happening to improve neighbours
without fences?
A: We do seem to have lost the essence of community that we once had. Perhaps there’s opportunity to
work with Bathurst Regional Council to promote and build on this concept. The physical environment is not
child friendly and increased traffic causes issues for children in getting to and from school. We need to look
at resources and find out what the community wants.
Q3:
This relates to the first question and is about the new child protection and care arrangements, guardianship
and adoption rather than foster care. Why is there a move toward guardianship and adoption? Implications
for the stolen generation. How do [FaCS] really work with families? Seems like the government is fast
tracking kids into adoption rather than providing funding for communities.
A:
(i)
Adoption is useful but should always be open adoption. Long term foster care is an abuse of
children’s rights. The National Framework for Protecting Children advocates for the government
to support families and children. FaCS work in the best interest of the child and to restore
children to family.
(ii)
Local strategies were suggested:
a. We have an officer for sport and parks; perhaps it’s time for Bathurst to have an officer for
families!
b. Time we move away from ‘coping’ and ‘un-coping’ families – all families need help and
support at some time.
c. Need collaborative partnerships
d. How do we hear children’s voices? e.g. What do children think about their street?
e. How do we become responsive to children’s needs, family, street, community?
Q4:
Children have the right to be protected from exploitation e.g. sexualisation of clothing for children. How
can we deal with that as a community?
A: Research shows mixed results because kids don’t see it this way. There are also issues around the
‘genderisation’ of toys. The Kids Helpline ranks body image as 4th or 5th most frequent problem for kids. One
program running in schools that promotes positive self-image is ‘Sister Speak’.
Important to educate children about media and marketing!
Q5:
The new guardianship laws seem to focus on doing things faster. The issue of legal guardianship is about
Aboriginal children and section 91. Main point – if mum can’t look after her children at the moment, what if
they can cope as parents in two years’ time? What about the rights of the child? How do we help the
family?
A: It is very important for children to be in a stable environment. Guardianships orders with extended family
are preferable. Decisions are made collaboratively, not in isolation by [FaCS] alone.
Q6:
Media has a lot to answer for. Kids are being wrapped in cotton wool. Parents doubt themselves. Kids are
now living inside due to surge in technological devices, gaming and social media. How can we combat this to
engage kids to be active and in the community? Schools are a part of the community – schools as
community centres.
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A: School is one (important) piece of the community. Build on strengths of the (whole) community – go into
the community, talk to parents. Meet parents away from school to help breakdown fear and perceptions of
some parents. Teachers embrace strategies to educate and engage kids e.g. use social media for good. The
State of Victoria does community hubs very well. School leadership and DEC must support to create a culture
that the school belongs to the community. Physical access for children at school is an issue for children and
the whole family, especially if parent/s has a disability.
Q7:
The Adventure Playgroup is a great success for Bathurst. Speaker is currently undertaking future ideas and
discussions with Bathurst Regional Council and seeking Community Partnership funding. Further children’s
play areas, sporting, music, art and social precincts need to have kids involved in the operation and the
business of these ventures. What ideas and elements can shape the community to access and promote the
involvement of kids and young people?
A: There are a range of highly successful and a positive place to look at e.g. Perth has an outdoor area in
Kings Park which has corporate involvement. Megan will help to connect speaker with Perth links.
Table 1

Bathurst’s Big Banter Official Closing Summation
Tonight’s Big Banter covered a very broad field of topics to which there are many aspects. It is a
monstrous undertaking and mathematicians refer to such mammoth tasks as ‘wicked problems’,
which means they are very complex. Hats off to the Bathurst Child and Family Network for such an
undertaking! Tonight has highlighted that we have to talk with and listen to our children. Look at
tonight as a very useful start and journey that we should take on as a community.

Evaluation Methods - participant feedback and evaluation
Results Based Accountability (RBA) methods informed the survey design. Upon conclusion of the
event attendees were encouraged to provide feedback and share comments, concerns, ideas, and
suggestions by: completing a survey and/or; drawing or writing on the tables in the foyer which had
been covered with butcher’s paper and/or writing on post-it notes, which were available in the
foyer.
Questions posed on the survey asked if Bathurst’s Big Banter were framed around the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Was it worth attending
Did it provide worthwhile information
Did it improve [their] understanding of children’s rights and responsibilities
Do participants feel they can do something to improve a child friendly - child safe Bathurst
General comments

The results were collated and all comments added to the summary on the following pages (Table 2).
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Results Summary (Table 2)
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The Big Banter was worth attending

13

19

2

1

0

The Big Banter provided me with worthwhile information

9

21

3

1

0

The Big Banter gave me a better understanding of children’s rights and responsibilities

10

23

0

1

1

I feel that I will do something to support children’s rights and responsibilities

15

17

3

0

0

I feel that I can do something to improve a child friendly - child safe Bathurst

13

14

6

0

0

Survey Approximately 200 attended with a larger than usual number of Aboriginal families
attending this public forum. A total of 36 completed survey/evaluation forms were received.

Tick the one that best describes you:
 20 = You are here as a member of the Bathurst Community
 13 = You are here as a representative of an organisation/service provider primarily for children and families?
 0 = You are here as a representative of an organisation/service provider not primarily for children and families?
Are there any comments you would like to provide?
Positive comments
•
Keep up the amazing work!
•
This should be an annual event! Well done!
•
Panel capable and professional.
•
Thank you, it’s obvious that your organisation is trying to make a difference for children in Bathurst.
•
Great guest speaker – more open forum would have been great; too much time on introductions – Can’t wait for the next one.
Suggestions/ideas
•
Time limits around questions e.g. the use of a big egg/sand timer (on screen) may be useful. Wonderful event, should be included on the
calendar, if not annually then every other year ☺ potentially refining the topic of conversation might maintain focus.
•
As a university student I feel I will try to implement some of these issues raised about including parents more at school. The Banter
needed to go for longer due to some people having a say.
•
Where were the representatives from Bathurst Regional Council on the panel?
•
Panel discussion too short – less introduction time. Completely different to what I was expecting from what I read in the advertisements
•
I thought it was great management of questions and direction of answers; however more rules and guidelines as what would be
appropriate may have opened up the forum for the purpose intended.
•
Perhaps have ‘group conversation’ separate, as the questions kept coming and were not answered, and expand on the panel for a wider
answer.
•
We got bogged down in guardianship…..did not move on to what it was all about.
•
Would have liked more Q&A re: Bathurst child. DOCS questions interesting but took most of the time.
•
Ideas – Street competitions e.g. ‘this is our street’ presentations; more footpaths for kids to walk to school; submission by kids to
council; school SRC’s & beyond. Parents – Insist schools are child-centred rather than data-centred; attend P&C meetings; get outside
with kids; buy less ‘stuff’.
•
Preceding panel – a concise series of general questions answered by audience in small groups in circles - could be used as a community
building exercise to get to know those around them and also to stimulate (kick start) ideas especially in the more shy.
•
It would be more time efficient if such detailed information about speakers was given as a handout as opposed to talking about it – the
MC took much too much air time – not relevant.
•
Panel discussion too short….could have used a little more direction to cover more topics.
•
Future forums could field questions prior to assist discussion.
•
Council’s responsibility in this?? Too much talk in beginning; we came here for the forum but that was only a small part but most
important part!! Food for thought!
•
Rights of the child. Early intervention/education is one of the keys to addressing needs of children. Child representation is essential.
Social workers in schools would be a start to addressing some issues.
•
I feel the evening was ‘hijacked’ by one topic, not leaving enough time for other issues.
•
It was very interesting to hear the views of the young person who spoke. What could be done for mothers (working mothers) to help them
cope when they work – they must cook, feed the family and ensure uniforms are ready for tomorrow. Is it possible to make mothers finish
work, say at 4.00pm so as to have some bit of quality time with their kids, say once a month.
•
Next one needs to allow for more question-time; perhaps people could prepare questions beforehand?
•
The rights of unborn babies with FASD to mothers who drink while pregnant.
•
You set up a Kelso community Centre, and then it gets taken away from us. Funding cut. You people sit on panel – how about talking
about the real issues in the community by talking to Aboriginal community.
•
The introduction of the panel was too long. Would have been better to have a handout with the bio on it and then also would have
helped to remember who you wanted to direct questions to.
•
Better control of the questions – all were disappointed that it ended up being a two person agenda only. Suggest specific person to go to
for the questions and also allow free spoken questions and those holding the mics would know who to go to next.
•
Have children ask questions.
•
Less time for guest speaker – 20 minutes is good.
•
The MC could have intervened earlier to redirect the debate – some pauses when the person on mic had agenda that could have then
provided a missed opportunity to redirect debate.
•
Overall team (health) were disappointed that the forum got hijacked.
•
Display (health) was good / better off to have no dancing and get right into content of the forum. Georgie was great – need to hear from
more children.
•
What about a children’s forum (debate program in schools?)

Survey results continued…
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Feedback received from sticky notes and table
Suggestions:
An adult playground
A playground for teenagers
More social community events for teenagers
Neighbourhood watch
Mobile playgroup in low socio-economic areas /streets in our neighbourhoods
Work with the community to make it an asylum-seeker friendly community
Making Bathurst a child-safe community
Transparency with the community about when and which parks are cleaned so we know it’s safe for our children
More fun things ‘mate’
Bike paths (3 comments)
Issues:
Accessibility
Pedestrian crossings
School hygiene
Comments:
Council needs to get behind the bike track
Policing
Government
Education
Community centre – how do we get people to want a better and more connected life? How do we build that desire?
Child friendly movement

Anecdotal and other feedback

Email received: “Dear Annette and Committee - CONGRATULATIONS!
I wanted to make sure that the first thing I did today was to send my congratulations to you for a successful event last
night. Unfortunately, I was only able to stay until 8.30pm but you all should be very proud of the outcome of the
evening.
It was a pleasure to assist you and please pass onto all concerned my congratulations to the team involved.”
Community feedback
A worker from a local Aboriginal service reported the following feedback: that the “Aboriginal community felt that the
Bathurst Big Banta was a successful event. They were able to have a voice in front of the community to show what is
happening in the Aboriginal community. The children’s commissioner and her (children’s rights) information have
inspired the Aboriginal community to continue the fight against the removal of children and the importance of
connection to culture when the children are removed. A subcommittee has been formed in response to the Big Banta
topics raised. This subcommittee is a work in process that will work towards closing the gap between Child protection
and the Aboriginal community.”
Table 2

Based on the feedback and survey results it is clear that Bathurst’s Big Banter was successful in
providing an opportunity for community members to voice their concerns and provide ideas and
suggestions that will contribute toward a child-safe, child-friendly Bathurst.
Specifically Bathurst’s Big Banter identified the following key points:
• Community conversation and discussion is highly valued
• There needs to be more opportunities for continued conversations within the community
• Children need to have a voice and a range of opportunities to engage with the conversation
• The importance of community infrastructure to promote child safety and wellbeing
• The importance of safe social spaces and involvement of children and young people
• The importance of all adults to be children’s champions in their daily lives and work
• Schools play an important role in building relationships within the community both within and
beyond the school gate
• BCFN continue to facilitate opportunities for children, young people and adults to enable the
child-safe, child-friendly goal to be achieved in Bathurst
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Discussion
Megan Mitchell, National Children’s Commissioner summarised the importance of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and highlighted the Four Guiding Principles:
UNCROC
Guiding Principles
• Non-discrimination
• Best interests of the child
• Survival, development and protection
• Children to have a voice and be heard

Australia-wide Big Banter
What children want
• Freedom from violence, abuse and neglect
• Opportunity to thrive
• Right to be heard
• Engaged citizen
• Action and accountability

A range of themes emerged from this community conversation which closely reflect those guiding
principles and reflect what children want and need. These are listed below and discussed in more detail
throughout as summarised in Table 3 Snapshot of themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Child protection and early intervention
Building relationships within our own community or street
Guardianship
Educating children and community about marketing and promoting positive mental wellbeing
Connecting schools and community
Accessible play spaces in Bathurst

Snapshot of themes and topics highlighted (Table 3)
Theme
Topics raised
UNCROC Article
Child
Article 3: all adults should do
• Removal of children
protection and
what is best for you. When
and their rights
early
adults make decisions, they
• Guardianship
intervention
should think about how the
decisions will affect children.
Article 12: you have the right to
give your opinion and for adults
to listen and take it seriously.
Building
Article 3: all adults should do
• Importance of
relationships
what is best for you. When
relationships within
and improving
adults make decisions, they
the community
physical
• ‘Neighbours without should think about how the
environment
decisions will affect children.
fences’
Article
4: government has the
• Physical environment
responsibility to make sure your
is child-safe, childrights are protected. They must
friendly and
help your family to protect your
accessible
rights and create an
environment where you can
grow and reach your potential.

What’s needed/happening
• Education and workshops
to improve understanding
of new Child Protection
and Care Arrangements
including section 91
• Information sessions for
the public and workers
•

•

•

•
•

Office of the Children’s
Guardian Child Safe
Workshops for
organisations
Bathurst Family Fun Day
consultation with
community, children &
families
National Families Week
promotion campaign to
engage children across
Bathurst
Collaboration with major
stakeholders
Piggy-back onto existing
events, activities, projects
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Theme
National
Framework for
Protecting
Children

Topics raised
• Understanding new
Child Protection and
Care Arrangements
• Article 91
• Officer for families
within Bathurst
Regional Council
• Collaborative
approaches for families
and children
• Children’s voices – how
do we hear children’s
voices? What do they
think? How do we
become responsive to
their needs?

UNCROC Article
Article 9: you have the right to
live with your parents unless it’s
bad for you. You have the right to
live with a family that cares for
you.
Article 19: children have the right
to be protected from being hurt
and mistreated, in body or mind.

What’s needed/happening
• Office of the Children’s
Guardian Child Safe
Workshop
• BCFN presentation to
School of Teacher
Education 4th year
students on
collaboration and
keeping children safe
• Link with Bathurst
Community Strategic
Plan 2036
• Champion for child
safety across Bathurst
including going to and
from school/play

Media, marketing
and mental
health

•

Education of children
and community about
marketing and the
media
Statistics on child
suicide – leading cause
of death in children
Body image ranked as
4th/5th most frequent
problem as reported by
children to the Kids
Helpline

Article 17: you have the right to
information that is important to
your wellbeing, from radio,
newspaper, books, computers
and other sources. Adults should
make sure that the information
you are getting is not harmful,
and help you find and understand
the information you need.
Article 36: children have the right
to protection from any kind of
exploitation.

•

Recognise schools are
an important part of
the whole community
Cultural and policy shift
required for schools to
connect better with
the community
Embrace strategies to
educate and engage
kids e.g. use social
media for good
Schools as Community
Hubs - how can we do
this?
Accessibility - physical
access to schools is an
issue for children and
the whole family,
especially if parent/s
has a disability

Article 28: you have the right to a
good quality education. You
should be encouraged to go to
school to the highest level you
can.
Article 29: your education should
help you use and develop your
talents and abilities it should also
help you live peacefully, protect
the environment and respect
other people.

•

•

•

Connecting
schools and
community

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Office of the Children’s
Guardian Child Safe
Workshop
Kids Matter
presentation
Refocus and revive
BCFN mental health
subcommittee, plans
and actions
FRIENDS training and
programs
implemented in
Bathurst community
Transition to School
(T2S) project
Closer working
relationships and
activities between
schools and
organisations
Connecting with,
talking with and
listening to children
and families
Continue to build on
T2S stalls at the
Bathurst Family Fun
Day (BFFD)
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Theme
Accessible play
spaces in
Bathurst

Topics raised
• Brief outline of planned
play and recreational
spaces for children and
young people across
Bathurst
• Need collaborative
approach and funding
source/s
• Consultation required
children and families

UNCROC Article
Article 3: all adults should do
what is best for you. When adults
make decisions, they should think
about how their decisions will
affect you.
Article 31: you have the right to
play and rest

What’s needed/happening
• Consult with children
e.g. Junior AECG, PCYC,
Youth Council etc.
• Consult with BRC
regarding play spaces
and activities and
connect these spaces
via bike paths/tracks
• Fun-in-the-Park
project (child-centred
sign to promote play)

Table 3

What’s next?
As a result of Bathurst’s Big Banter the Bathurst Child and Family Network are absolutely committed
to embedding and advocating for children’s rights in all aspects and projects they undertake as well
as encouraging other organisations to embrace the value of child-safe, child-friendly principles.
Bathurst’s Big Banter highlighted the importance of speaking with and listening to children and
young people in meaningful ways with the goal of identifying what they need to live in a safe and
friendly community.
It clearly demonstrates what it means to be a children’s champion in all matters and the importance
of implementing inclusive approaches and practices to ensure that all sectors of the community are
included.
Continue to develop collaborative practice with Bathurst Regional Council to achieve a child-safe,
child-friendly Bathurst and continue close working relationship with Charles Sturt University to
ensure best practice, share and utilise resources, and build a community of children’s champions.
Communicate and utilise media to convey and promote the importance and value of children and
young people rights and engage community conversations.
Above all, never give up!
Resources
1. Australian Human Rights Commission Children’s Rights
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/childrens-rights
2. Save the Children https://www.savethechildren.org.au/ and download booklet from
http://www.savethechildren.org.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/9972/Rights-andResponsibilities.pdf
3. UNICEF http://www.unicef.org.au and download booklet from
http://www.unicef.org/rightsite/files/little_book_rights.pdf
4. UNICEF Child Friendly Cities
http://www.unicef.org.au/Discover/Australia-s-children/Child-Friendly-Cities.aspx
5. ACT Children’s Plan 2010-2014
http://www.children.act.gov.au/About%20Child%20Friendly%20Cities.html
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Media
Western Advocate http://www.westernadvocate.com.au/story/2910230/its-time-to-talk-about-great-kids/
ABC Online http://www.abc.net.au/local/stories/2015/02/10/4177098.htm
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